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Who we are

Maria Camacho Gufran Lutful

"A picture is worth a thousand words"

Nokia has a comprehensive portfolio of network 
equipment, software, services and licensing 
opportunities across the globe for communications 
service providers.

With its commitment to innovation, driven by the 
award-winning Nokia Bell Labs, Nokia is a leader in the 
development and deployment of 5G networks.

Nokia is still connecting people ;)
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About the project



Adoption of Kubernetes
By 2018...

Kubernetes has become:

ü Industry leading container orchestrator
ü One of the top projects on GitHub: in a top position in stars, and No. 1 in terms of 

activity
ü The centre of a growing community
ü Quickly reaching production-level maturity

But there were limitations too:

ü Hard to run big data workloads with Apache Spark
ü Not possible to seamlessly manage LPVs



Mesos Overview

SchedulingArchitecture



Kubernetes Overview
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Mesos & Kubernetes Together



Kubelet Wrapper in Marathon



Kubelet Wrapper in VM-Image



Launching Kubelet Wrapper in Marathon



Leveraging Existing Metadata Driven Deployment 



Lessons learnt
The strategy:

ü Spike to study the possible options of migration

ü Follow KISS principle

ü Less is more

ü Favour a release-driven migration

ü Have proper documentation/guidelines for dev teams

ü Have a rollback strategy

The implementation:

ü Metadata driven deployment

ü K8s and Mesos can share same host resources
ü Dimension your cluster properly, including system resources

ü Use dedicated CIDRs for each orchestrator

ü Kubelet can be run with no resources. Required for pod eviction

The benefits:

ü Seamless sharing of resources between 

orchestrators

ü Hosting selected workloads on each orchestrator

ü Managing network traffic between orchestrators

ü Internal DNS sharing

ü Independent block storage management

…and much more



Bonus info
Some tools we used and loved:




